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D E F I N E ’ S P E R I O D I C TA B L E

WE’VE GOT ALL THE ELEMENTS TO MAKE YOUR EVENT COMPLETE

DIRECTOR’S NOTE

PRINCIPAL CONSULTANT

Andrew Anthony
andrew@defineinternational.com
DIRECTOR OF FINANCE

Samson Magesan
samson@defineinternational.com
ACCOUNT MANAGER

Vera Tay
vera@defineinternational.com
EVENT CONSULTANT

Mohd Abdallah Khamis
khamis@defineinternational.com

We at DEFINE INTERNATIONAL, provide event execution with
excellence and passion. With our attention to details and commitment
to quality, we ensure that all services provided are of the highest quality
possible to ensure the overall success of the event.
At DEFINE INTERNATIONAL, we recognize the enormous
importance of a well planned, exciting and entertaining event. Hence to
ensure the success of an event, we would not hesitate to go the extra
mile. We believe our track record of past events, references and
testimonials shown would justify our statement above.
We understand that organizing an event is a complicated production
with constantly shifting variables. Therefore DEFINE
INTERNATIONAL is flexible to fit your changing needs, but
unbending when it comes to getting the job done right. We attend to
every detail in the most cost-effective way.
Our clients have varying budgets which results in us customizing each
event to meet their specific needs. We always take into account that a
successful event leaves a lasting impression on everyone.
Event Management people are like the Wizards and Merlin’s for their
clients. Thus we intend to ensure all the objectives of our clients are
achieved by overcoming any limitations that may come before us.

PR CONSULTANT

Suzzanne
suzzanne@defineinternational.com
GRAPHIC DESIGNER

Allan Anthony Alfred Macdonald
allan@defineinternational.com

OUR STORY SO FAR
Define International is a creative communications
consultancy, incorporating a mix of public relations,
promotions, brand management and event management. Our
aim is to create fresh, original and distinctive communication
plans and to work with our clients, to produce events that
convey their key messages and values in a diverse and creative
manner. The innovative and energetic team of Define
International provides hands-on management to all of our
clients no matter the size of the project. The Define Team’s
final product is known to be a class apart. It goes through the
master strokes of the design team, the eagle-eyes of the
operations team and is finally stamped by the production and
delivery team.
Define International was founded by Andrew Anthony, who
has worked together with various organizations and has
acquired 20 years of experience in which he has built an
impressive events repertoire and clientele.
Define International has extensive experience dealing with
media partners for selected events to ensure the project
objectives are achieved to its maximum capacity.
Overall, attention to detail and quality of work, paired with
years of industry experience, makes Define International the
perfect choice to partner with to produce outstanding, one of
a kind events.

YEARS OF CELEBRATED
SUCCESS
VISION STATEMENT

MISSION STATEMENT

As the first event consultation company accredited
with international status in Malaysia, we at Define
International aim to extend our success globally and
introduce Kuala Lumpur as a recognized regional
hub for event consultation and conceptualization.

Our mission is to bring the overall
conceptualization, planning, implementation and
execution of the required services by working
together with the client to achieve the perfectfinal
product. So no matter the budget or size of the
event, in whichever part of the world, our team of
professional consultants will give their utmost
attention and dedication towards achieving
satisfaction beyond expectation.

THE WIZARDS OF
DEFINE INTERNATIONAL

AND R EW A N THON Y

SA M SO N M AG E SO N

Our Founder, who is also our
Managing Director & Principal
Consultant, started his journey into
the world of events in Malaysia 20
years ago providing professional
event support services to many
renown agencies back then and to
date. Soon after graduating in law, he
completed his professional
accreditation in events with an
Events Executive Degree from
University of Information
Technology Sydney.

Our Finance Director, though quiet in
nature, is definitely not a quiet
individual in business progression and
dedication to deliver the best deals and
costings for all projects undertaken by
Define International.

Andrew Anthony, who is also a
Professional Emcee, has led a team of
dedicated professionals that has made
Define International a leading events
& activation company in Malaysia.
With the new establishment of
Define International Pte Ltd
Singapore, his vision of making
Define International a recognised
name in the event industry in Asia
would be achieved much sooner than
expected. This detailed and dedicated
talent has also been recognised as an
industry professional by Tourism
Malaysia & its professional events
arm MYCEB.

With a true passion for business, his
eye for details in numbers and business
plans has helped Define achieve many
of its progression plans and maturity.
With his admirable never-say-no
attitude and principle, his
commitment to achieve Define’s fullest
potentials is definitely an irreplaceable
asset to Define International.
Samson has dedicated much of his
time and effort over the years seeking
to establish excellent relationship with
key & new suppliers to ensure we
provide enviable competitive prices
and quality delivery for our clients.

VER A TAY

Our Senior Account Manager who
holds a Bachelor of Laws (LLB)
Degree, is a complete events person
who delivers with utmost dedication
and passion. One of the striving
talents in the events industry, her
dedication and passion to deliver has
been admired by all of her clients.
Her dedication to her job and
relationship with clients & suppliers
has made her a true asset to Define
International. Started off as an event
consultant, she has shown admirable
leadership qualities that have made
her a Senior Account Manager
within 2 years of joining Define.
With many milestones already in her
portfolio, her commitment to deliver
success has made her a recognised
events manager in the industry.

M OH D K H A M I S

This multi-talented individual from
Jordan who holds a Triple degree in
Computer Engineering, Mechanical
Engineering and Data
Communication & Networking is
also a certified PSMB trainer.
Undertaking the role as a Project
Manager for Define International, he
has provided new and in trend
approaches and deliveries in event
management.
There’s no project too tough or
strenuous for this passionate
individual. His complete attention to
ensure every delivery is of utmost
highest standards and dedication is
definitely a true showcase of Define’s
principle.
Khamis as an event organizer has
always sought to deliver way above
clients expectation by working extra
hours just to ensure every potential is
evaluated and delivered to
perfection.

SU Z Z A N N E

Suzzanne, who holds a degree in
Mass Communications, is a well
experienced and creative Public
Relations talent that has managed
many admirable projects. A creative
writer and conceptualizer for PR
initiatives and projects, she provides
complete end to end PR concept
ideas and management.
With true dedication to maximize
PR potentials for her clients, she has
delivered initiatives achieving above
her clients’ expectations time and
time again.
As PR is one of the main key to
activate any brand and project, her
dedication is definitely an asset to
any projects managed by her and to
Define International.

OUR RECOGNITION

I S O 9001 : 2008
CE RTIFICATION
E UROPE
We are proud to announce that as of
early 2014, we have achieved the status
of a professional ISO delivery
organization with outstanding success.
Today, Define International Sdn. Bhd.
is amongst a handful, if not the only,
UKAS fully certified ISO 9001/2008
status company in the event industry
in Malaysia. Our ISO delivery status
has been defined not only to the
duration of the event and projects but
to all of our end to end operations as
well.
This simply means, right from the first
call or email to introduce ourselves,
appointment recaps, objective charts,
proposal formats, timelines, running
sheet, event management processes,
post mortem report and sustainability
efforts has been redefined and set in
accordance to the highest ISO
standards.

GLOBAL AWA R D , PA R I S

G O LD & SI LV E R
AWA R D

In 2012, Define International was
awarded the GOLD Award by
Business Initiative Directive (BID)
Organization in Paris for outstanding
quality commitment in the industry.
This award was presented to us for our
consistent and recognised efforts of
delivering the highest quality to many
renowned clients. In order to be
selected and nominated, selected
international clients would be
presented with a nomination form for
them to nominate organizations they
have worked with.

Amongst the many milestones
achieved, Define International was
awarded the Gold & Silver award in
the Marketing & Excellence Award
Ceremony 2013 for our outstanding
customer service excellence campaign
‘TOUCH’ for Malaysia Airports
Berhad. The concept of the campaign,
its delivery and success was recognized
by renowned judges as an outstanding
and best campaign in Malaysia.

The shortlisted organizations would
then be audited and selected by a
professional team from BID. Receiving
this award amongst many international
recognized organization and former
recipient being Lim Kok Wing
Institute from Malaysia, will always be
a major highlight in the Define
journey.

The success of this campaign has now
become a new benchmark for all
campaigns initiated by Malaysia
Airports Berhad and has been
extended extensively to all
international airports as well in a
detailed and unique 5-year plan. Truly
an amazing feat and milestone for
Define International which is the first
of its kind in the event consultation
and management industry. Recently in
2014, this campaigned has earned a
distinction of being the best in
Government Sector Marketing by
winning a Gold Award in the
Marketing Excellence Award 2014.

TO P 5 P R AG ENC Y

LE A AWA R D S TO P 5 ,
SI N G A P O R E

Seeking to provide a complete end to
end service for many projects and
campaigns, Define has provided many
professional PR services to our clients
that require them. Led by a dedicated
team headed by the very experience
Ms. Melinda Ambrose, who has over
10 years of experience in PR and
former Corporate Communications
Manager for Ancasa Hotels & Resorts,
our PR team has delivered initiatives
that are unique and maximizes every
PR potential.

Our vision of making Kuala Lumpur
the regional hub for events
management took another step
forward via the recent recognition in
the Loyalty Engagement Awards 2014
where our campaign ‘TOUCH’ for
Malaysia Airports Berhad was
shortlisted as Top Five in Asia in its
distinguished category. This award
ceremony organized by the Marketing
Excellence Magazine Asia and judged
by leading professional in respective
industries, has placed Define
International amongst the best in
Asia. We now truly believe that
further international recognition
would be achieved much sooner than
expected.

This professional and dedicated PR
delivery was recognized recently in the
Markies Award Ceremony in 2013 by
Advertising & Marketing Magazine by
selecting Define International amongst
the top 5 PR company for the year!
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WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT US
Dear Define,
On behalf of the Society of The Golden Keys Malaysia and the working committee
members of 61st UICH International Congress Kuala Lumpur 2014, we would like
to convey our heartfelt thank you to the team at Define International for all the
effort and assistance given to us in making the event a success.
Define International has shown the true meaning of professionalism and dedication
through their creative ideas in conceptualizing key arts which is shown across their
collaterals – bunting, backdrop, magazine and invitation letter.
The team which were headed by Hazel and Melinda gave us their full assistance,
time and effort to ensure that all deliverables were ready for the event. Although,
there were many last minute changes and confirmation, the team managed to give
their fullest commitment and had our calls answered at odd hours of the day while
working through public holiday and weekends just to make sure that event went
through smoothly. We truly appreciate the commitment given by the both of you.
I worked very closely with the Define team from the start till the end of the event.
The only word to describe my gratitude is a big thank you to the people who have
helped made this a success – Hazel, Melinda, Khamis (the IT genius), Aylvin (you
took pictures like there were 3
photographers), Sakinah, all the staff from Define International and off course not
forgetting Andrew for supporting us!
We wish to convey all the best to the team at Define International and we hope that
somewhere in future we can always work together again!
Again, thank you and have a great year ahead
Azman Ismail
Honorary Member Society of The Golden Keys Malaysia
Head Of Event 61st UICH International Congress Kuala Lumpur 2014

“I was totally not
worried at all during
the programme from
the very beginning as I
knew that Define and
team will do a great
job. Thank you for
making my life so
much more easier”
Ms Priyadarshini, (QI
Footprints Testimonial
Night )

“Thank you very much
for your high
performance and great
service in organizing
our HP Deepavali
Event, 2013. Your
team has done a really
good job and
captivated all the
employees’ heart by
organizing very
engaging activities
during the 3hrs event.
Certainly we look
forward to more
successful
collaborations. Great
job team! ”
Sumanawathi
Karuppiah, Client
Experience Lead ITO
Global Delivery Best
Shore Malaysia

To Define Event Consultant,
First of all, we would like to express our sincere appreciation for what Define has helped us in organizing the
Chemopharm Group of Companies Corporate Dinner in January 2009.
We have to especially thank one person from Define, Mr. Andrew Anthony, the event consultant and emcee of
the night. He first came to us for the proposal and planning, until the day of the event. He has shown great
responsibility, creative and professionalism in event planning.
We have launched our new corporate vision, mission and logos successfully with the help from Define and Andrew.
It was definitely a great night to everyone in Chemopharm, a night which everyone will remember. We will engage
Define Event Consultant again in the future, and also to recommend Define to others as well. Thank You!
Ms Ng Swee Yi, (Chemopharm Group of Companies)

My appreciation to you & your
team.The meps event which was held
at i.City on the 10th of november
2013 was well coordinated. No
major hiccups. Thank you for being
patient with us as you know
managing an event is no easy task
trying to please 400 pax its not a
joke.You will have some disagreeing
& some overwhelmingly saying
fantastic job but i think personally
you were on your toes & you deserve
a pat on your back.
Thanks for a good job.I managed to
take a break.
Koomar
(Senior Account Manager)
En Theos Entertainment

This testimonial serves as an acknowledgement that we have
engaged Define Event Consultants, as our event management
company, to manage the MAS Premiere Charity Gala Nite, last
year on the 21st of July 2007. As the Chairman of the organizing
committee for the mentioned Charity Gala Nite, I am pleased
with the services rendered by Define Event Consultants to manage
the entire event. The event cum dinner show was
successfully held with about 1200 guest and
sponsors including VIP’s from the government and corporate
circles. The proceeds of the night were distributed to five
charitable organizations in the country. From the feedback that I
received, most guest enjoyed the evening and they were very
pleased & satisfied with the show time performed by MAS very
owned crew members. Some even commented that it was ‘ The
event of the Year for MAS! I Thank Define Event Consultants for
their services in managing & coordinating the event. Thank you.’
Dato’ Captain M. Nawawi Awana,
Senior General Manager, External Relations (Malaysia Airlines
Berhad)

“It is my distinct pleasure to testify the excellent services rendered by Define
International particularly through their agents Andrew and Amrit. In my
capacity as Assistant General Manager of Consumer Banking at Bank Islam, I
have had the pleasure to be served by them and work together to launch our
new banking channel, 'TAP' mobile banking-i. At the event we welcomed
some 300 audiences and Define International had to do pretty much
everything. I am pleased to say that I was totally satisfied with their work.
Define International successfully planned, organized and orchestrated the event
at a crowded KL Sentral on a busy working day. Their work was exactly what
we asked for, and despite some last minute requests and changes, Define
managed to deliver what was asked of them, if not more.
Andrew's showmanship as an emcee is also commendable, as it achieved the
right balance of being both casual and professional. On the back scene, the rest
of the Define crew ensures that everything goes to plan without a glitch.
Together, Define International makes a good team and for that I would
without any reservation recommend Define International to you. They would
make your event a truly memorable and successful one, just like what we had.
Thank you.”
Iran Moriff, Asst. General Manager, Consumer Banking,
Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad

On behalf of KRPKL, we would like
to express our gratitude to all those
whom had made our 4th Annual
Dinner a very memorable event.
Thank you to all crews for travelling
all the way to Putrajaya to organize
the dinner, and putting up the efforts
to make the event a successful one.
Feedbacks were “It was the best
dinner ever!” Last but not least,
thank you again! Good Job Guys!
Ahmad Muhaimin Ramli
Social Bureau (Prokhas Sdn Bhd)

“This is our 3rd time we have
engaged your services and on
behalf of Transwater, I would
like to say a BIG THANK
YOU to your great team for
another job well done.
Everything on that night
went very well & on
schedule. We are very pleased
with your team’s preparation
& execution. Hope we could
work together in the near
future. All the best to you
and your team.”
Mr.Kamalesan
(TSRC President) Transwater
Tenaga Sdn Bhd

The Malaysia Airlines Premier Charity Gala Nite was a Roaring Success
and this could not have been possible without the dedication from the
‘people’ of Define Event Consultants. Their commitment and never
ending passion have spurred the Main Organizing Committee look
forward to working with Define and will not hesitate to use and
recommend their services in the near future. Thank you!
Pn Khatijah M. Abdullah,
Secretary, Main Organizing Committee,
‘MAS Premiere Charity Gala Nite 07’

“The event planning & execution were done flawlessly by
Define International. Thank You!”
Yvonne Soh Yat May, Human Resources Global
Operations, Hewlett-Packard (M) Sdn Bhd

“A big thank you to you and your team for doing such a great job last
week and making it such a worthwhile experience for us. We wanted to
express our sincere appreciation for your advance planning which made
the event such a success and all the assistance rendered throughout the
launch. Although there are some last minute requirement and changes
with the Menu, you guys have made things happen. Million thanks and
hope we can collaborate in our upcoming events again.”
Sharala Devi Thyakaran
Executive, Customer Relation Management
GuocoLand Malaysia berhad

I would like to share with all of you that since last night and until
this morning, my team and I have been receiving nothing but
compliments for ‘a job well done’ last night. I know that it will not
happen without all of us pulling our thoughts and mind together.
For that, I have nothing but A big great thank you to you and
everyone from your team for executing them professionally and
efficiently. I would not want the event any other way. So thank you
and hope to be able to work with you again in the near future”
Ms Ruswati Mahmood
Head of HR Resources (Mercedes-Benz Malaysia Sdn Bhd)

Salam all, On behalf of Corporate
Comm, I would like to express my
sincere appreciation to all concerned
for making Hari Inovasi a
memorable and successful event at
TPM. We have received gratitude
and a big thank you from MOSTI,
Dato KSU, Dato Sabariah, and all
involved for being a great host with
such warm hospitality. It was a
pleasure working with all of you as a
team! Thank you once again!
Sharina Puteh
Technology Park Malaysia Corp Sdn
Bhd

“Thank you for helping us to organise
our Global Functions Annual Dinner
2014. It was truly a memorable & fun
night. I appreciate all the efforts of the
team in putting it together. Best of
Luck for 2015! ”
John F Anthony, Senior Manager
Service Delivery,
HSBC Bank Malaysia Berhad

UNIQUELY DEFINE
CI NE MAT IC EVE N T
EXPE R I E N CE
Bored of the same old venues and function halls to do your
event?
Sick and tired of the expected norms whenever you invite
guests for an event?
Well, Define has the perfect solution for you that would
amaze your audience and your finance department! In
partnership with TGV Cinemas as the preferred Cinematic
Event Consultants, Define International brings together an
event venue that would mesmerize its audience and be
kind on your budget as well.
With theatres across Malaysia, Define now brings TGV
Cinema's as a wonderful venue option to conduct private
and corporate events. Our Cinematic Event Experience not
only provides an exclusive movie screening of your choice,
but function halls and event support logistics as well to
complete your event.
Now, with a private screening and brand new event venue
concept, Define International and TGV's brand new
Cinematic Event Experience, ensures an event all invitees
will not want to miss!

M O BI L E S TAGE T RUCK
Define brings you a unique solution for your activation and
roadshow needs. With a team that conceptualizes creative
concepts and with the unique mobile stage truck, the
objective of reaching out to the masses and target audience
is guaranteed.

Scan the QR code here to watch the
LED Curtain video.

L E D C U RTA IN SCR E E N
To ensure our events keep up with current times and set a
new standard, we are proud to introduce our LED Curtain.
This asset, which is the first of its kind in Malaysia, will
provide our clients with a new and trendy option of
backdrop designing. Gone are the days where the event
backdrops are dull and stagnant. Hence Define's LED
curtain adds life, not only to the backdrop, but to the
overall event as well.

Scan the QR code here to watch the
LED Curtain video.

OVERSEAS ENGAGEMENTS
EVEN TS D ON E A B ROA D

Juniper Summit Conference in Vietnam

KIA Master Club in Phuket

Upon being accredited with
International status, Define has
travelled across Asia to conduct and
manage events. We have travelled
from Singapore all the way to Dubai
for event organizing and execution.
With our excellent relationship with
suppliers and production companies
in most countries, Define ensures not
only the success of the event, but also
cost saving for our clients. Due to the
success of these events, many clients
from all over the world have engaged
and worked with Define when they
bring their events to Malaysia. As a
complete event organization, we
provide the overall event concept,
implementation of the concept,
logistic consultation and
arrangement, and complete event
management. Thus, with Define,
your organization would not be
swimming upstream whenever your
event travels aboard or into Malaysia.

Astro Sales & Motivational Workshop 2013
(JB & Singapore)

Unilever Team Building In Bali
M3energy Ship Launching In Singapore

PROFESSIONAL EMCEES
IN HO U S E TA LE N T

EMCEES ARE NOT BORN,
THEY ARE MADE...
ANDREW ANTHONY

A true master of all ceremonies, Andrew Anthony has been the master of ceremonies
for a number of events of multi-national corporations, organizations and government
agencies in the presence of Royalties, Ministers, Ambassadors, Dignitaries and
Celebrities who seek his ability to steer their events to a rousing success. The
combination of his personality and professionalism ensures that every event he hosts is
memorable and leaves a lasting impression on its guests. For Fun Themed Events, his
witty and humorous impromptu jokes, stage games and acts, catches the attention of
the audience and glues them to their seats with laughter.

Andrew Anthony emcee profile
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHodwXgZqt8

NO MATTER HOW
UNIQUE THEY MAY BE...
MATTHEW DASON

This witty and jovial character truly brings life to all events he hosts. His presence on stage
itself eases the tension amongst all types of audiences, the open minded and not so open
minded. With vast emceeing experience which includes hosting grand show times for the
largest cruise ship in the world, Allure Of The Sea, his reputation for delivering successful
events is undoubted.

MADE TO PERFECT YOUR EVENT...
NISHA SUNDRUM

She is a down to earth Red FM Deejay that connects immediately with everyone she
meets. Events hosted by this very talented young lady brings alive every agenda with her
unique laughter. A true professional that goes the extra mile to ensure every agenda is
brought forth with excitement to ensure the success of the events hosted. With her
pleasant aura on stage, getting the members of the audience to participate in every stage
activity conducted is no effort at all.

DEFINE TALENTS
Talents and Entertainment options are aplenty in our country. But how do you
select one that is the perfect fit for your event? How do you guarantee
professionalism from them? This is where Define steps in and provides a complete
list of options that would be suitable for your respective events. With our years of
experience working with and relationships built with the entertainers and talents,
professionalism and expectations are never in question. Define International has
never stopped looking for the best and latest acts in the industry.

Pole Dancers

Aerial Dancers

Custom Costumes
Jugglers

String Quartet Performance

Quick Mask Changing

Walking Tables
Violinist
Synchronised Swimmers
Jesters

Live Bands

Mimes
Stilt Walkers

Tribal Fire Eaters
Professional Dancers
(According To Event Theme)

Paper Doll Showcase
Clowns

Our search has led to talents from Singapore, Australia, Thailand, Indonesia,
Philippines and India to be brought down to entertain clients in Malaysia.
Without fail, every year a new act is introduced as an option to our clients.
We do not put a fixed amount for entertainers or talents. We would introduce
and recommend options based on theavailable budget to better suit the
overall objective. With Define International, the best talents that the budget
could hire, would be proposed and engaged.

Quick Costume Change

Impersonators
Celebrity Show Times
Themed & Special Dancers

Professional Emcees

Stompers & Percussionists

Traditional Dance
Lion & Dragon Dance

Drum Symphony &
Drummers

Tattoo & Face Painters

Mascots & Costumes
Burlesque Dancers
Roving & On Stage
Magicians / Illusionists

Fortune Tellers

Cheerleading Squads
Chinese Acrobatic Shows

BRAND AMBASSADORS & MODELS

Let us represent you! We bring together a professional
team of promoters, usherettes, sales and marketing
personnel and ambassadors that would showcase,
introduce and provide informative details for your
product or campaign. With an eye for details, the Define
managers would ensure all ambassadors are well
equipped to represent your esteemed brand and are clear
of its objectives. Being the face that represents your
brand or product comes with great responsibility, a
responsibility the Define team carries well.
Understanding the objectives of the campaign and the
messages that need to be highlighted are crucial to
ensure the success of every activation event. These are
the details that the Define team would seek to
understand in order to provide your organization with a
successful activation proposal and execution.

SIGNATURE EVENTS

“WHAT BEGAN AS A PASSION FUELED
DREAM OF OURS TOOK US TO A PLACE
WHERE WE COULD FULFILL A DIRE NEED IN
THE LOCAL ENTERTAINMENT SCENE”

D E FI NE L I VE S TORY
Define Live is a newly found arm of the Define International parent brand
which serves as a live entertainment specialist looking to bring acts of all forms
to its target audiences. We look for talents in a wide range of categories which
include anyone from Magicians to Musicians or Comedians to Public Speakers.
We recognise these talents and not only organise public shows as a form of
entertainment but also offer to represent these talents as a full fledged Talent
Management company in order to promote their shows and further enhance
their talent. After successfully signing up our first talent, comedian and drag
queen Kumar from Singapore we wanted to push for comedy and showcase
what Malaysia had to offer. Having organised a sold out show at Kumar vs
Malaysia in 2013 we managed to showcase a comedy guru like Kumar while
also highlighting the top up-coming Malaysian comedic talents who truly
deserved to shine.
This journey that started out being purely passion driven has now transformed
into somewhat of a responsibility from our perspective as we believe we are
truly capable of assisting the local industry to boost their efforts in achieving the
success which they deserve. An abundance of diverse world class talent in
Malaysia is what we hope to achieve and are confident that we will succeed.

61 S T U I C H LE S CLE FS D'OR
IN TE R N ATION A L CON CI ERG E
C O NFE R E N CE
DEFINE has done it again! After three years of careful planning, DEFINE
successfully organized the 61st UICH International Congress 2014 that took
place at three different 5 Star hotels around Kuala Lumpur. The event which is
first in Asean history took centerstage when Malaysia played host to 600
delegates from 45 different countries around the world. Apart from the
conference, Les Clefs d'Or members were treated to a 5 days of non stop filled
activities which include sight seeing trips around KL, excursion to Malacca
UNESCO heritage, dinning at KL Tallest Tower and a taste of Malaysian local
street food. With a wonderful committee and collaboration with the Tourism
Malaysia & Culture, we delivered the event with compliments and praises from
all participating delegates.

C O N C E P TUA LIS AT ION &
MA N AG E ME N T OF CU S TOM ER
S E RV I C E EXCE LLE N CE
C A M PAI G N OF T.O.U .C.H. F OR
MA L AY S I A A IRPORTS
One of Define’s biggest milestone, a new customer service excellence
campaign was introduced to all concessionaires in KLIA and
LCCT-KLIA. A whole new customer service culture, known as
T.O.U.C.H. was instilled in over 5,000 frontliners in the airports. It
may seem like a humongous task, but Define took up the challenge
and succeeded with flying colours. The campaign that was initially
carried out in 2012 is still on going and what’s more, with Define’s
capabilities, Malaysia Airports decided to expand T.O.U.C.H. to
other International Airports in Kuching, Kota Kinabalu, Penang and
Langkawi! Now, that is one huge victory for the fellow Definers. In
addition, T.O.U.C.H. is recognised for its excellence and has won
two awards at the MEA Awards in 2013. Nevertheless, T.O.U.C.H.
is now in the running to become the biggest customer service
excellence campaign and is about to ink its name in the Malaysian
Book of Records!.

NORTH P ORT MER DEK A RAYA
FA M I LY D AY
15,000 pax in a 3.2km radius! Need we say more? Truly a result
of mind blowing logistics planning and organization. From
feeding 15,000 pax, to conducting 25 different activities and
games and bringing attention to the main stage, our concept was
a resounding success. Together with 250 crew and event
consutants, every aspect of the event was monitored and executed
without our clients losing sleep. By going the step further of
understanding the demographics of the attendees and its
surrounding area, all activities and entertainment proposed and
conducted were well received. It was received so well that Define
International was brought in to manage year 2 as well!

TGV I M AX L AUN CH @ O NE UTAM A
Throughout the 18 professional years of being in this industry, Define
International has launched it all. When the opportunity of launching the
first digital IMAX theatre was handed to us, we grabbed it with excitement.
After winning the bid against leading competitors, our specifically assembled
team began to put in place the unique launching concept. With careful
understanding of the extremely unique features of the theatre, its state of the
art projectors and control panels, we developed an impressive and creative
multimedia with 3D effects to match this theatre. The success of this
launching has initiated a remarkable relationship between Define
International and TGV Cinemas. Looking at the huge potential of TGV
cinemas as an event venue, Define has conceptualized a unique proposal to
bring and manage events at TGV cinemas across Malaysia. This would mark
another milestone for the Define Team as we are now the official events
consultants for events at TGV Cinemas! This milestone speaks for itself with
the success of the IMAX Digital Theatre Launching

K L I A AWA RDS 2 0 1 2
Glittering Stars of KLIA – A dazzling and elegant event organised for
Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad is one of Define’s tremendous
success in the year of 2013. Define International takes pride in
organising the event KLIA Awards which was attended by the
Minister of Transport, Dato Seri Hishamuddin. The event was hosted
to acknowledge and recognise the best airline services. Define had
certainly nailed the event with much elegance and class. Attendees
were rather mesmerised with the ambiance of the ballroom where
Define opted to try a different kind of décor by using only citi color
lightings! The result was amazingly fascinating. “Yet another good job
by Define” was one of the comments given by an excited client.

24 T H I NT E RN AT ION A L AI R CARG O
FO RU M & EX HIB IT ION
We are proud and pleased to state that Define Management (M) SDN.
BHD. was selected and appointed as the complete and sole Event
Consultation and Management Company for this event which was
deemed to be the Olympics of the Air Cargo Industry. MAS Kargo
underwent a strenuous bidding process with other host applicants from
around the world to host this event in Kuala Lumpur. With the
endorsement and support from the Prime Minister, MITI, MATRADE
and Ministry of Tourism, the bid to host it in Kuala Lumpur was won. A
total of 15 event management companies were short listed within Malaysia
and Asia Pacific by MAS Kargo to pitch for the project. After careful
consideration of the proposal and concept submitted, Define was selected
and appointed. Among our duties were to conceptualize a successful
sponsorship package for the event. We are proud to announce that we met
and exceeded the targets and expectations that were set.

F1 I N S C HOOLS WORLD F I NAL S 2011
This world renowned event was brought to Malaysia in 2011 by an esteemed organization
based in London with the objective of introducing the Asian Region to its participants and
visitors. With a crucial and detailed logistic and event requirement, a trusted local event
consultant and organizer has to be appointed. Upon researching and checking track records
of several event companies, Define International was invited to manage this outstanding
event. After careful consideration of the detailed proposal and management mechanics,
Define International was appointed to manage this first time in Asia event. With the
excellent relationship we have with the venue, Double Tree by Hilton, KL, all logistic
arrangement and setup was executed to its best. With millions of viewers around the world
watching this event live, ensuring all details are in place perfectly was our number 1
priority. At the end of the 5th day, the closing ceremony truly marked a celebration of
achievement and goodwill amongst the participants, governing body and Define
International. We are proud to have been part of this remarkable event and showcasing to
the participants and viewers around the world what Malaysia has to offer!

TH I S TL E H OT EL L AUN CH
( JO H O R B AHRU & PORT
DIC K S O N)
These testimonials alone would justify the success of the
concept and management of this event. Together with the
brilliant new team at these hotels, we brought together an event
that awed the guests. Flying in the VIP with a helicopter,
setting up a grand marquee for 800 pax, transparent launch
backdrop and laying 200m walkway platform are just some of
the details Define managed to execute to ensure the event left a
lasting impression and was a roaring success! And we are proud
to say, it is still the talk of the town!

M3N E RG Y S HIP L AU N CHI NG
Define International does it again. Probably the first or the only event
consultation company to have launched a ship that is 9 stories high
and 2 football fields in length. Organizing an event in Singapore is a
task, organizing it in Keppel Shipping Yard, which is the largest
shipping yard in the world, is a task above all. Not only did we
manage the event with compliance of all its ISO standards and SOP's,
we have gone a step further by setting a new SOP for events held in
Keppel. Once again, it was a job well done by our professional team of
consultants who had to endure weeks of studying details of the ship
and venue to execute the event with remarkable success. It is the
success of this event that made Define renowned amongst its
competitors in Singapore. Now we truly believe the standards we
practice in delivering concepts and events are uniquely different not
only in Malaysia but amongst neighboring countries too.

IK A N O I P C CHR IS T MA S
C A RN I VAL
With the ever growing number of malls, every festive celebration
must be unique and exciting to attract the public. Define
International was presented the task of conceptualizing a concept
that must cater to families and large numbers of them. Thus, The
Santa's Toy Factory evolved from our drawing boards and into
real live setting at Ikano Shopping Centre. Right from the Santa's
Castle to his Elf's game station and even to the Polar Express (the
largest indoor train built), Christmas in Ikano will never be the
same again!

OUR FORTE

L AU N C H EVE N TS
Together, the brilliant minds of the Define team have
conceptualized numerous launch concepts that are
different and in trend. We strive to ensure every launch
is unique and stands out among the rest in the
respective industries. With in house 3D animators, the
proposed concept ideas are well seen and understood
and expectations are always met and exceeded. With
this distinctive characteristic of Define, we have
successfully launched hotels, large townships,
automotive vehicles, vast ranges of products, and the
first if not only event consultants to launch a ship in
Singapore. With Define, every launch concept is unique
and redefined to perfection.

Scan the QR code here to watch the
Launch Events video.

A N N UAL D IN N E RS
At Define International every annual dinner is unique
no matter the size of the event and delivering the
ultimate entertainment agenda is our utmost objective.
The Define team would ensure all the intended
objectives are achieved without compromising the
element of fun. Define works as consultants first, event
managers second. So give us your specifications,
objectives and budget and a unique proposal would be
drafted to best fit your needs. No matter your budget,
we guarantee a successful, fun event! Have any doubts;
let our track record convince you otherwise!

Scan the QR code here to watch the
Annual Dinners video.

T E AM BU ILDIN G
Incorporating the values of working together in the
workplace is very important for any successful
organization. However direct approach does necessarily
always achieve the intended objective or gets completed
within the time frame required. Thus, Define brings
together programs and activities that incorporate the
values intended whilst having fun! What better way to
get the message across. From trips to Bali, Langkawi,
Singapore and many other overseas destinations,
customized programs and team building activities by
Define has never failed in meeting clients expectations.
So let's have fun and learn the values of working
together, together!

Scan the QR code here to watch
the Team Building video.

ME E T I N G &
C O N FE R E N CE S
Details, details, details! Every meeting and conference
are uniquely detailed. To ensure its success every detail
must be thought of and evaluated with utmost
precision. Attention to details is an absolute must. This
is the dedication we provide; organizing venues, invites,
registration, event support services and individual
participants and speakers’ requests, must be at its best.
With a dedicated team of consultants engaged especially
for these kinds of events, no detail is overlooked. This
dedication and work ethic has guaranteed success of our
meetings and conferences not only within Malaysia but
Asia too! So leave the details to us and watch your
conferences and meetings stand out amongst the rest.

Scan the QR code here to watch the
Launch Events video.

ROA D S H OW
On ground activations are all the rage for direct
customer appreciation of a certain product or service.
Define understands the importance of this objective.
Thus, Define goes a step further by not only providing
the services required but also by providing a complete A
to Z concept plan, costing and activation proposal
based on the objectives, budget and expectations
according to each clients specific needs. From travelling
around the city, region or country, every concept idea
proposed and executed by Define would showcase a
wonderful track record. Define has customized and
produced a mobile stage truck specifically for
roadshows. With this amazing asset, not only can we
achieve the objectives better but a large sum of the
overall costing can be saved too!

Scan the QR code here to watch the
Roadshow video.

FA M I LY D AYS
The principal reason of conducting family days are often
misunderstood. It is an event recognizing the dedication
of the organizations employees and their families
towards ensuring the growth of the respective company.
At Define International, we understand this purpose
well. Every concept proposed is unique to the
organization at hand and we ensure all fun and exciting
activities are proposed and managed in relation to this
understanding. We truly believe the best way to
enhance bonding amongst participants in an event like
this is by having fun together. Thus, all activities are
carefully proposed and selected to the bring families and
employees closer. New and exciting concepts are
searched to ensure the family day managed by Define
International creates an unforgettable experience to all
present.

Scan the QR code here to watch
the Family Days video.

T R E AS U R E HUN TS
Treasure hunting has been around for ages and the
norms of its scope are very predictable. Define strives to
make sure that it is different than the norm. How? Our
well planned and conceptualized ideas incorporate an
exciting hunting experience with additional on route
challenges. With this new concept, you will not see the
same faces on the winner’s podium. It provides an equal
opportunity to all participants especially to the novice
and new hunters! Our concept of hunting includes ideas
like rail hunt, bus hunt, walk a hunt, trishaw hunt,
jungle hunt, midnight hunt and many more. Now with
the ever increasing social media influence, the Define
team conceptualizes hunts specific to our new way of
life. So hunt us down for a brand new concept in
treasure hunting!

Scan the QR code here to watch the
Treasure Hunts video.

S P O RT I N G EVEN TS
Achieving unity through sports has been proven time
and time again and many corporations and
organizations have begun encouraging sporting events.
In understanding the objective at hand, Define has
conceptualize and organized numerous sporting events
like Sports Day and Individual sporting tournaments
that has seen immense success. Define provides
complete consultation and management of these events
from budget allocation, venue selection, tournament
formats and mechanics, opening and closing ceremonies
and complete judging and tabulations. Professional
officials from selected societies and national committees
are selected to oversee the marshalling of the selected
sporting event. Sporting events are of course
competitive in nature thus instilling unity and overall
teamwork through sports may pose as a challenge. Well,
Define International accepts the challenge and has the
right formula and management technique that would
help achieve this objective.

C O R P O R AT E VIDE OS
& A N I M AT ION S
To better visualize and understand the concept
proposed, the Define team provides detailed 3D visuals
upon request. This visual would ensure all details,
logistic setup and management are done to perfection.
Launches and gambits are better presented with our
creative and impressive 3D animations and multimedia.
These productions provide the audience at hand with a
complete understanding of the product, information, or
material that is introduced to them. Our animations
and multimedia has successfully met and exceeded the
expectations of our clients and their intended audience
via creativity and research into details. With the vast
experience and production skills of Mr. Vijay M and his
team, Define International has produced several
corporate videos, commercial clips and animated
multimedia for clients like Bank Islam, Continental
Tires, TGV Cinemas, Kidzania, Astro, TPM and Brand
Laureate, just to name a few. With the establishment of
a partnering company Shoot Motion, Define
International has successfully produced a team that
would oversee and completely handle such jobs
independently. Thus, with Define International, we
provide services to master all relevant trade and not just
be the jack of it!

Scan the QR code here to watch the
Corporate & Animations video.

SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN

Keeping up with times and current issues is an
absolutely must for every successful organization.
Leveraging on the available social media networks
to improve businesses is the way forward.
However, with busy schedule and work load, it is
tough to keep up with methods available to best
promote your business via these platforms. This is
where our professional consultants step in. They
would provide you with a proposal of possible
avenues, methods, concept ideas and management
mechanics that would ensure your organization
achieves its intended objective through these
platforms. From managing a complete year to year
proposal to conceptualizing a unique per event
proposal, the Define Team has the right formula
for you. They would show your organization the
best way to utilize these platforms and the best
way to manage it as well. Consultants, led by Mr.
Dinesh Sanjay, are appointed especially for this
nature of work, have worked with many large
organizations with great success. So, let us show
you how you can make these platforms your tools
to send your message across.

CORPORATE GIFTS
& PREMIUM GIVEAWAYS

Every organization seeks a memento that
would provide appreciation and improves
goodwill amongst its members. However,
the task to find a suitable memento that is
practical and current often poses to be a
headache. Well, leave that headache to us.
With our wide range of options for any
given budget and event, providing samples
and options of the product is simplified.
Define International’s designated
subsidiary for premiums and gifts, Idea
Hut, has sent its consultant to various
exhibitions within Asia to keep with times
and to build goodwill amongst production
factories. With this relationship and
experience, please do leave the headache to
us to find the most suitable memento for
you. It is our pleasure entirely!

INTERNSHIP TRAINING
& PLACEMENTS

Our principal consultant, Mr. Andrew Anthony, a graduate in
Event Management from UITS, Australia, has been invited
numerous times to provide talks to students studying event
management or in related studies. With many years of event
experience in hand, he has been invited by public and local
universities, to provide an insight into event management in
Malaysia and Asia. Through this mutual respect, Define has
been one of the preferred organizations to conduct internship
training for their students. We are proud to say that many of
our interns have graduated with flying colors after their
internship and some of them have even returned to work with
Define full time. At Define International, we treat these young
talents with respect and believe that every individual has their
own unique talent. It is our job to unearth and polish that
talent. At Define International, we know that our standards of
practice and delivery are a cut above the rest. Hence the
adaption of this by these young talents would help improve the
overall event industry standards to a higher status.
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